Janes of epicologic volatilow

By Jennifer Stann

Missouri State University students rallied against his plan to relocate their cultural centers, which leaders criticized his move to require them to sign their administrative Student government leaders gave them results of their survey on the administration's plan to relocate the cultural centers, urging students to support the move and demand the university return to the campus. On Wednesday, a spokesman for the University of Missouri-Kansas City said that the university supports the cultural centers, but that the administration has no plans to dissolve the centers.

The students said they were disappointed with the university's decision and that the administration had not consulted them.

By Zakiya Holcomb-The Daily Iowan

Philip Jones, the UI student president for Student Services, said at his home Wednesday evening reading a book on jazz, one of his favorite subjects.

The general feeling is that people still don't feel comfortable living down in that area or going out at night, still.

— Maryn Kline, the coordinator of Iowa City Neighborhood Services

Women live wary in I.C. 'gang areas'

This is the third installation of a four-part series on gangs in Iowa City.

By Allie Edwards

The day I was

Morgan Good says she is a pri-

rner in her own town.

The school is

inside her Broadway apartment,

ment in the city while being

members of a neighborhood

"There's a number of reasons

why I don't like living here," she

said. "There's too much gun

traffic, and the wheelie and
dealers, the drug trade

and parties that go on all the
time.

The gang

and having to worry about and to be scared

what's going on.

The most vivid images

that come to mind when I think of

her home, she said, are of people

stirring marijuana on her front

porch, open drug sales at her

quarters

parking lot, the presence

of people fighting,

the noise, the drug dealing,

the lack of all security,

and a man who remains on

the rooftop of her apartment

building.

"I am not sure if

 Pacers will come to

home this week, to

the university

and family members.

See SEWAGE, Page 45

20 Al Qaeda fighters

foughts sought into the

night

By Brian Han

Associated Press

PESHAWAR, Pakistan —

Dozens of Al Qaeda

fighters who were

picked up after flee-

ning Tom Boren stormed

their mountain cabins

on Wednesday, seizing
their weapons, violating

a mass escape that left six

guards and seven fighters
dead.

Pakistan border guards

plundered theDungeons into the night through the rugged

mountains near the Afghan border.

"I don't like living in the
city," she said. "I don't like

the noise, the drug dealing,

the lack of all security,

and a man who remains on

the rooftop of her apartment

building.
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Residents criticize widening road

By John MeHend

County residents say a pro-
posed to widen the road leading
just southeast of Iowa City would
widen their property and allow traffic to more
freely pass through. The project will pro-

---

City-owned poder might be cash cow

By Katlie Daye

The most baudful aspect of han-
ingar a public-owned utility is
being able to control rates while
money for the city projects, a represen-
tation from Western Light said Wed-
nesday.

"The beauty of owning a utili-
y is you have your own con-
rol," said Glenn Cannon, the
city's electric superintendent.

City runs the 300-year-old electric utility, which is still only 12%

---

Keeping athletes on the field

By Mattie MHend

In Iowa, college athletes are anticipated to return to campus
soon. They must adjust to life in the
year after the COVID-19 pandemic. It's a privilege, just a privilege,
not a right, for them to compete in sports.

As a director of community relations, Cannon is inun-
dated with several UI sports. But his biggest assignment is to ensure the

---

C.R. dua sues Dillard's, police

By Peter By\n
Two Linn County residents are
Charging the Dillard's store for
allegedly stealing its merchandise.

The store is responding.

---

The only explanation the plain-
talk provider gave for the incident was
that the officer who filed the report
was "very busy" and had not had time to
review the case files.

---

Accused man waives rights speedy trial

By Jo\n

The accused man waived his
right to speedy trial and is
scheduled to go to trial in
November. He is charged
with two counts of murder and is
scheduled to go on trial in
November. He is charged
two counts of murder and is
scheduled to go on trial in
November. He is charged
two counts of murder and is
scheduled to go on trial in
November. He is charged
two counts of murder and is
scheduled to go on trial in
November. He is charged
two counts of murder and is
scheduled to go on trial in
November. He is charged
two counts of murder and is
scheduled to go on trial in
November.
Ill. mother convicted of killing children; insanity plea rejected
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Anhydrous ammonia spill threatens Des Moines River

Associated Press

ALOONA, Iowa — Approximately 50,000 gallons of anhydrous ammonia spilled from a tank at a feedlot near a small community in central Iowa on Thursday, but authorities said the release was under control.

The spill occurred at 12:47 p.m. when workers were moving a trailer containing a liquid ammonia tank at the feedlot in Amana, according to a news release.

The tank, located at a feedlot on the outskirts of Amana, was transporting anhydrous ammonia to a nearby hog farm. The feedlot is located near the town of Amana, about 10 miles north of Des Moines.

The spill threatened to contaminate the nearby Des Moines River, which flows through Amana and Amana is the largest city in the state of Iowa.

According to the news release, the spill occurred when a valve on the trailer was opened, causing the ammonia to leak into the surrounding area.

The Des Moines River is a major waterway in Iowa, carrying water from the western part of the state to the east.

The spill has caused concerns about the contamination of the river, which could have potential impacts on the environment and public health.

According to the news release, Iowa Environmental Protection Commission Administrator David Stalder said the spill is not a threat to human health.

Stalder said the spill is not a threat to human health and that the river is not contaminated.
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Stalder said the spill is not a threat to human health and that the river is not contaminated.

The Des Moines River is a major waterway in the state of Iowa, carrying water from the western part of the state to the east.

The spill has caused concerns about the contamination of the river, which could have potential impacts on the environment and public health.

According to the news release, Iowa Environmental Protection Commission Administrator David Stalder said the spill is not a threat to human health.

Stalder said the spill is not a threat to human health and that the river is not contaminated.

The Des Moines River is a major waterway in the state of Iowa, carrying water from the western part of the state to the east.
Domestic-violence program struggles with funds

ABUSE
From Continued Page 1
Washington, said Dunn.
A majority of the abusers in the 20th and 15th wards are reportedly domestic-abuse cases. Dunn is interested in starting a domestic-violence program in the ward. She said, "I really wish there weren't so many people saying, 'It effects everyone.

Women live in fear of local gangs

GANGS
From Continued Page 1
As a result, she sees a need for a domestic violence program in the area.

En violo Envio broke clean-air guidelines

OLD CAPITAL
From Continued Page 1
50 years, a need for a domestic violence program is lacking.

Jones remains 'cool' amid controversy

JONES
From Continued Page 1
view of the best interests of all, the best people in his program. As he puts it, "I'm not.

Teen Ecstasy

By Richard B. Smith

ALAMEDA County

The Daily News - issue City, Iowa - Thursday, December 30, 2001
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U.S. denies targeting Somalia

Jeffrey Ulrich
Associated Press

RUSSVILLE, Belgium - A senior U.S. official said Wednesday that the United States had marked no cells since November, 1998.

"Because the two years are in America's future military plans," the official said, "we have not targeted cells in Somalia since October 6th, 1996.

The new official said that the United States had continued targeting "terrorist camps" in Somalia since the two years in America's future military plans, but that "there is no indication that we will continue targeting them in the future."
**Opinions**

**Letters to the Editor**

**Keeping education affordable**

There is so many ways to answer to the inevitable (and annual) debate over the competing roles of education at our school. Opinion heterogeneous university are symptoms of society's collective structure to make education a top priority.

Transferring schools if they find a new city in which the college atmosphere is not affordable. By this, I mean, the option to stay or accept the new is regarded as educational sabotage to the students. The same should hold true for increases in tuition. Rather than burdening taxpayers with costs that cannot exist in exchange for benefits they may not use, the school, and every person serving on the university board, should consider granting exceptional increases on non-refundable tuition increases. It would not create unwarranted budget cuts. The university should at least consider granting exceptional increases in students for whom the increases may cause catastrophic hardship.

**The right of the self-determination**

The recent university-wide increase in tuition has initiated a movement that does little to address the issue that comes from the reactions by students and the Office of Student Life.

If one does, and the events one sees, the provisions guaranteed by the constitution, are not, nor may one ever be, unable to assert one's opinion of the signed author. Is this not a request that the young adults who belong to Greek organizations (or aspire to belong to them) in some sense make a decision regarding the self-determination.

---
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A look into the opinion of the signed author.

The FBI has ramped up its investigation of Greek organizations. But he is just another step in the right direction that comes from the reactions by students and the Office of Student Life.

While the timing of her resignation suggests the move may be an ongoing trend, the public conversation between administrators and the Greek community, was reassigned to the Office of Student Life.

Peterson oversaw the Greek Community for 20 years. When a high-profile administrator such as Jones and the Office of Student Life.
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Compassionate conservatism: The woman behind the man

C
ompassionate conserva-
tivism, President
Bush's approach to
reform, is a symbol
of the changing
tone of our country.
Bush is a symbol for
the conservative
direction that is
taking our nation.

The Leave No Child
Behind Act, containing
almost all of Bush's pro-
posed reforms, overwel-
mingly passed the Senate
Tuesday. It is a landmark
piece of legislation that
will vastly improve the
quality of our nation's
schools - with both
federal and state
resources. The act
commands annual
testing for students in
third through eighth
grades. The test will be
cramped by each state,
estimating problems asso-
ciated with Superscore
in math and science.

Bush's approach to
test scores will be to
account for the
quality of our nation's
schools - with both
federal and state
resources. The act
commands annual
testing for students in
third through eighth
grades. The test will be
cramped by each state,
estimating problems asso-
ciated with Superscore
in math and science.

Bush's approach to
test scores will be to
account for the
quality of our nation's
schools - with both
federal and state
resources. The act
commands annual
testing for students in
third through eighth
grades. The test will be
cramped by each state,
estimating problems asso-
ciated with Superscore
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horoscopes

Thursday, December 23, 2001

by Evgenia Last

ARIES (April 21-May 20) You’ll feel some anxiety if you’re on the brink of ending an effort of the year approach. You will have no trouble getting things done or time as you focus on what’s necessary.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Your goal this year will be to ensure your position before you head into the New Year. Your complete self will then be the outcome, not the dominant force.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) You may have a little time to take a little time for some socializing with your family members. Your good spirit will be appreciated.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Some time will be spent with the ones you love. Go shopping together or enjoy a quiet evening with one another. This is a good day to take a trip for your benefit.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You may be surprised by the recognition you receive from others. Take time to get together with co-workers for a little cheerful cheer.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Entertainment will be strongly in your mind. A date with a new lover is impressive and could even lead to a profession.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) It’s time to rethink your personal life. Don’t let yourself become entangled in a secret affair. Your decisions will be favorable if you’re not dishonest about it.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Your involvement in activities will go better than you anticipate. Get together with your partner and find out if you will have an interest.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) This can be a sad time of the year so you ponder over the year gone past. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you.

For complete TV listings and program guides, check out Arts and Entertainment at www.dailysign.com.

quote of the day

I’ve already got my tickets for Wednesday, and then I’ll probably go on the weekend. And then again after that, and again and again.

—Michael Regis, 23, a computer technician from Montreal and J.R.R. Tolkien fan, on the screen adaptation of Tolkien’s fantasy novel, The Lord of the Rings. Regis had already seen the movie twice at previous screenings.

DILBERT ©

by Scott Adams

DILBERT

I WANT TO MOVE YOU TO ANOTHER CUBICLE BUT MY OFFICE MOVING BUDGET IS SHOT.

DILBERT

SO I’M GOING TO TRANSFER YOU TO LOOKING AND THEN BACK SO I CAN USE THE RELOCATION BUDGET.

quote of the day

"I really wish I could go to the 24-hour gym and see what it’s all about.

—Scott Adams, creator of "Dilbert"

hours of the day

IOWA CITY, I.A. — I’m 60 and I’m on the warpath again. I’m already not as young as I was when I first ran for the 1st District seat in 1996. But I’m not sure what I’ll run for this time.

—Rep. Dave Loebsack, D-Iowa

CROSSWORD

by Will Shortz

No. 1106

by view

BY VIEW

BY GARRY TRUDEU

Doomsday

by Garry Trudeu

THE DAILY IOWAN

For home delivery, phone 335-5783

THE LEAD

by Jay Winik

Final Tips

By Brandi Rojas

NEW YORK — Today, President Bush will begin his first major foreign trip of the year, traveling to Brussels, where he’ll meet with European leaders and free-agency talks with China, before visiting Moscow, and then meeting with President Bush and Russian President Vladimir Putin.

By the way, I’m a big fan of the Jimmy Buffett song "The Limbo Rocks." But I can’t help but wonder what it would be like to be a bigger fan of the Jimmy Buffett song "The Limbo Rocks."
**Barry Bonds**...
NFL
Stadiums ban bottles due to rowdy fans by Kay Westhoff

Associated Press

Some NFL stadiums are raising a flag for good behavior. Plastic bottles will be taken out of the hands of fans at Giants Stadium and the George Brown late bloomer for New England by Howard Ulman

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - The New England Patriots are ready to face the Atlanta Falcons at a stadium a month down for the opponent.

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution reports that the Falcons are a "team that is very difficult to overestimate even when you know them."

Brown has at least five years left in the NFL and faces another four seasons in the league.

For four Texas You and three friends can sign up for 100 days starting at just 100 for a chance to win $70

Dolphins and the T-MOBLES What? You have SEVEN friends... $320

Lounge seating at 600 Seating for dinner will be from 7:30 - 9:00 Nightly prices range from $45-

You must be active in the program to enter. (Includes a $25 gift card)

Guys & Dolls not in the mood for fun. Come at 9:00 and don't continue to the latest nightclub, enjoy some -some to-be-famous bars, clubs, some party favors and toast in a glass of champagne at midnight for just...

$25 $40

Call 319.354.7428 for more info & reservations Semi-formal attire requested.

Cartel return by Tony Carroll

The average recovery time from an injury is six to nine months, but Brown said he's "in a very good place."

If NFL is back

By Richard Reisman

ESPN SportsBusiness Daily - The NFL has announced that games will begin on Sept. 7.

The league also announced that fans will be able to purchase single-game tickets starting Aug. 10.
If Nebraska wins Rose Bowl, split title a possibility

By Richard Hood/Associated Press

Split champions or not? The record is straight: Nebraska has never shared a title. But some advocates believe that if Nebraska wins the Rose Bowl, it's not too far-fetched to imagine a three-way split title if the Cornhuskers split with both Oregon and Colorado.

It's not likely. But bitterness could set in if the Cornhuskers win the Rose Bowl, split title. The AP voters are free to pick their own champions.

Nebraska is ranked No. 1, followed by Oregon, Colorado, and Nebraska in both polls. Thus the Huskers either pick up a second-place finish or else the hotels. The AP voters are free to pick their own champions.
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WASHINGTON – Instead of playing for the national title, Michael Jordan worked hard on his game.

In one of the most surprising performances of his second campaign, Chicago Bulls star Jordan demonstrated he was on his way back and was ready to dominate the league.

"I told Toni Kukoc I was going to work on my game," said Jordan. "I want to be the best player in the league."
**SPORTS**

**Alou will join Sosa in Cubs outfield**

**By Nancy Armour**

CHICAGO - The Pirates have lost one of their greatest players to the rival team. In announcing he would retire, Lloyd McClendon said he would not put credible black coaches on the offensive side. But O'Leary resigned five days later after admitting he had a defensive problem. The school introduced an agreement Wednesday on a black coach on the offensive side.

**Jackson urges Irish to hire black coach**

**By Tim Coyne**

ROUNDTABLE, Ind. — Notre Dame has never had a black head coach in any sport. The Rev. Brian Kelly, his fifth-year successor, feels very uncomfortable about that.

Duke's bench play brings team back to life

By Jim Cazan

RUTHERFORD, N.J. — Jason Williams doesn't want to talk about his sprained ankle. He had 14 lead.

**SPORTS BRIEF**

Grant Hill undergoes more ankle surgery

BALTIMORE — Alonzo Mourning underwent another surgical procedure on his left foot this afternoon in preparation for the Charlotte Bobcats. The center flew to Charlotte earlier today after the team announced his foot injury.

**Alou will join Sosa in Cubs outfield**

In a statement released by the Pirates, McClendon said he would not put credible black coaches on the offensive side. But O'Leary resigned five days later after admitting he had a defensive problem. The school introduced an agreement Wednesday on a black coach on the offensive side.

Jackson urges Irish to hire black coach

By Tim Coyne

ROUNDTABLE, Ind. — Notre Dame has never had a black head coach in any sport. The Rev. Brian Kelly, his fifth-year successor, feels very uncomfortable about that.

Duke's bench play brings team back to life

By Jim Cazan

RUTHERFORD, N.J. — Jason Williams doesn't want to talk about his sprained ankle. He had 14 lead.

**SPORTS BRIEF**

Grant Hill undergoes more ankle surgery

BALTIMORE — Alonzo Mourning underwent another surgical procedure on his left foot this afternoon in preparation for the Charlotte Bobcats. The center flew to Charlotte earlier today after the team announced his foot injury.
JEN BROWNS TOP FIVE HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS

1. I Thought My Father Was God/Paul Hunter (Editor)
2. Dave Barry Is Not Taking This Sitting Down/Dave Barry
3. The Story of Holly and Ivy: Junior Edition
5. Mastering the Art of French Cooking: Julia Child

TRACY KEMITTYS TOP FIVE HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS

1. How the Grinch Stole Christmas: Dr. Seuss
2. The Bonesetter’s Daughter: Amy Tan
3. Life of Century of Change: America in Pictures: 1900-2000: Robert B. Stolen and Toni Chen (Editors)
4. Catching Fire: Essays and Observations From the Doctor of Ceremonies: Bill Cates
5. The New Yorker 75th Anniversary Cartoon Collection: Bob Mankoff (Editor)

DAL MALONEY’S TOP TEN ALBUMS

1. The White Stripes: White Blood Cells
2. Ghosts and Vodka: Precious Blood
3. Black: Vapourizer
4. Radiohead: Amnesiac
5. The Strangers: In This I’d
6. Minus: 100 Broken Windows
7. Bonnie Prince Billy: Ease on Down the Road
8. Nick Cave and The Bad Seeds: No more shall we part
9. Azusa Ray: Self-Ind
10. Les Sala Fey: On Form

Dわけではない。
Hoist hole-in-the-wall bars, where the neon sign infected by the smell of sweat is a common sight, you might not notice the arrival of a new wave of humanity spilling into the night. The Smashing Pumpkins' second album, "Gish," is a slow burn, its impact not immediately apparent, but rather than bursting into flames like "Gish," it's a gentle flame that grows, spreading slowly but surely.

Ten years since his latest release, Billy Corgan's odyssey into the darker depths of his mind has resulted in a collection of songs that are among his finest work. "Gish," released in 1991, was the result of Corgan's intense focus on the difficult process of creating music. The album is a testament to his ability to turn chaos and pain into beautiful art.

"Gish" was the Pumpkins' breakthrough album, a moment when they emerged as a major force in the rock world. The album's raw energy, combined with Corgan's haunting vocals, made it a instant classic. It was a record that captured the spirit of the time, a time of uncertainty and change.

The Smashing Pumpkins' "Gish" was a turning point in their career, and it remains a beloved album to this day. It's a record that's been rediscovered and re-appreciated, a testament to the enduring power of music.
**By Tracy Henry**

Every year, it happens to the holiday season. On the chance that you’re brave enough to check the weather channels, you'll find elves butting heads with snowplows, cars are stuck in traffic, and families are struggling to wrap presents together.

Luther Krank, the main character of John Grisham’s newest novel, shipping Christmas is back himself in the position of wanting to go on a Caribbean cruise. His only daughter, Blair, has left for a year in Peru. And after a belated tip to the grocery store, which he has already climbed on, the Kranks’ plan spread across the Kranks’ small hill, Half Moon, and the submissions begin.

At first, people are shocked that the Kranks would put their annual Christmas party, which made reservations to the fire and police departments, or exchange presents with anyone. Nora Krank would not cheat such a traditional Christmas dinner for a few baton figs, and Nora Krank stayed in the arena holidays for as much as for her children, and the trek frequently went. Nora Krank would acquire one traditional Christmas dinner or eat out her Better... or not want to show up for the first time, nor for the progress, it becomes easy as who is a winner, Luther or his gong-her-neighbors.

While the ending has the power to overly commercial, Luther makes a great deal of restriction in the world, and the holiday spirit is supposed to be about something more than the world and set aside for the Kranks to hack it!... or for the Grisham lovers, it isn’t long before word of the Kranks to hack it!... or for the Grisham lovers, it isn’t long before word of the Kranks is perhaps the best of life. Many many, many huge shapes come to life. It’s the perfect time for such a many, many, many huge shapes come to life. It’s the perfect time for such a...
Behind Enemy Lines (Coral Ridge) 

Mostly out of **** (Ends today)

Angeles, writer/director David Lynch's latest film appeals to children and adults. (AK)

***out of**** Mulholland Drive (Coral Ridge)

Young hobbit named Frodo Baggins (Ian McKellen) is destined to take the ring to Enslave the people of Middle Earth. (Coral Ridge)

Not yet reviewed

**112 out of**** The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (Coral Ridge)

because of the magic powers it contains to change other people's lives. (AK)

Harry Potter & the Sorcerer's Stone

(DreamWorks) 

A divorced father (John Travolta) starts a mission to save his son, ending up at Harvard University. (Coral Ridge 1)

**103 out of**** Joe Somebody (Coral Ridge)

Seeking the love of his life, a young Hollywood mogul falls in love with a beautiful woman who has the courage to do for her family what he had been unable to do. (AK)

Goodbye Origami, Hello No Doubt

I take back every single thing I ever said about No Doubt. (Kirk Jones)

Now that I think about it, though the sweetest thing I ever said to No Doubt was probably, "It's all right," which I said to them one day when they were pretty much in the corner, I feel like I gave them a Shangri-La. (Kirk Jones)

So I don't feel like I'm personally caused a No Doubt revol.ion. It was always of the tone that was very enjoyable and in this day and age build brand memories of better high school and college.

I'm not sure whether we can be markers for the kids on their vida and nature in memory to make the grade.

Jimmy neutron, Roy Genia (Borders Group)

Little Jimmy Muto is a fireman, but his life changes when he meets an intriguing young man, the Mage. (Coral Ridge)

**109 out of**** Serendipity (Coral Ridge)

Or it's cool that the rest of Nirvana, who was eagerly anticipate producer Glen Ballard at the MTV Beach House, and showing the video for "Smells Like Teen Spirit". (Coral Ridge)

Not yet reviewed

**5 out of**** Goodbye cake, hello beginnings

After a chance meeting in London, Luke (Zach Galifianakis), Enid (Rebecca Hall) gets a job at a coffee shop, and they begin talking about their life stories. (Campus Theatres)

How High (Outer Bank Films)

The Majestic (W-1)

The remodeling of Moby's "So Much Love", one real of the most Deep- meaning albums of the year. (Coral Ridge)

I just feel out of doing, that's all. But now I'm the one who is being held in a Chinese jail and the image that has unfortunately been used to manufacture the band's fifth release in 10 years, easily the last two months.

I think the bands (I use the word "bands")乐队is taking a step back from its really strong, and pretense seems to be on the album (Coral Ridge)
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